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"'NI SA MBULA' from the beautiful land of Fiji! I've been here a little more than a month; three weeks
in Suva, the capital city alone; and haven't regretted my decision in mid-1986 to spend as much of my
cruising time as possible here.
"I've never seen such beautiful smiles even in the rest of the South Pacific, which must have more
smiles per mile than the entire remainder of the planet. Life here has changed since the coup, and not
for the better, but it's still a super place with super people.
"I really pray that the current dissension doesn't build into something much more terrible as it did in
Lebanon, Northern Ireland, and elsewhere where otherwise sane people have butchered men, women,
and children in the name of religious differences.
"Potentially it could become as bad here as it has anywhere, with ethnic Indians slightly outnumbering
the native Fijians, yet prevented from owning much of the land or having any significant say in the
government. On the other hand they control much of the wealth and the commerce of the islands.
"Much of the innate warmth and hospitable nature of Fijians has rubbed off on the Indians over many
generations and the sometimes abrasive and arrogant nature I've observed in some people of India
seems happily mellowed here. These people have so much to give to and learn from each other. How
can a merciful and loving god allow all of this to turn into hate and chaos?
"The Fijian greeting, Ni Mbula, means 'Health and Life'. Pronounced 'Bula', it's used dozens of times a
day, whenever people meet, and always accompanied by a smile."
*********
THE BEGINNING OF THIS THIRTEENTH LETTER FROM THE CAPTAIN seemed like a good
beginning for this issue of the Log without any editorializing. We have news, however; read on.
Our grandson, CORY ALEXANDER SIMMONS-EDLER, has arrived! On October 11 and weighing
in at 6 lbs. 2 oz, he was born by Caesarian at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in NYC. Of course, he is
the most beautiful, most brilliant, most generally marvelous child anywhere, and if you don't believe it,
you can just ask me! His mom JANET is fine, and his dad JAN's feet don't quite touch the floor yet
Aunt HILDE, Uncle FRITZ, and I are all excited, and thankful the amateur radio operators were able to
get the news to Opa KARL (propagation hasn’t been good lately, we'll get the details later about all who
helped).

***********
Future plans department: Karl and the HM2 plan to leave Fiji between the 20th and 25th of October.
They have a haul-out date at Ashby's boat yard in Opua, North Island, New Zealand, on November 10,
and K has a ticket home from Auckland, leaving there on November 20. He plans to stay until after
Christmas, so you'll all get a chance to come see and talk.
Unless you hear to the contrary, PLEASE COME OVER ON SUNDAY, DECEMBER 13, ANY TIME
BETWEEN 1 AND 7 PM, and stay as long as you want. No actual dinner, although we'll have plenty
of munchies. If it's a nice day, you might want to bring outdoor clothes and shoes and go walking in the
woods down to the river, in between the munching and talking. [Reminder: this was back in 1987]
It will help if you will call 283-2514 and leave a message to let me know you can come, or that you
can't come then but would like to come another time. I'm not good at returning phone calls so, if there's
no answer, please leave a complete message unless you really need to be called back, that helps too!
**********
PASSAGE 8, DAYS 1 THROUGH 4: "The trip over from Tonga was mostly uneventful and rather
shorter than expected. I departed about noon on Tuesday, August 4 and arrived in Suva about 8 AM
Saturday morning the 8th. At that, I slowed down to 3K most of Friday so as not to arrive off the reefs
south of Viti Levu during the night. I was fortunate to have reinforced tradewinds throughout the
passage and moved very quickly with double reefed main and partial genoa in the fairly rough seas.
"For those of you with detailed charts and the inclination to look it up, I passed just N of Late Island on
a WSW course to a point just S of the island of Fulanga in the eastern Lau group of Fiji, then just S of
Totoya Island and proceeded. NW to Suva on the S coast of Viti Levu, largest of the 300 or so islands in
the archipelago, about a quarter of the distance W from the E end. I had expected arrival on Sunday
afternoon. In fact I had planned my departure with that in mind, so was not disturbed by the prospect of
staying on my boat in the harbor through the weekend.
"On arrival I was directed to an anchorage in the quarantine area NW of the King's Wharf. Very soon a
launch came by with an official from the Health Department who gave practique and told me to pull
down my yellow 'Q' flag. Raising Suva Harbor Control on the VHF radio I asked about customs and
immigration procedure. They said the offices were 'closed' for the weekend but that I could be met by
officials for an overtime charge. I decided to remain at anchor until Monday morning, glad to have a
peaceful couple of days to relax. Several other yachts came in that morning and afternoon did the
same, so no overtime was earned by the officers that weekend.
"I was tickled to read and listen to the 3 channels of Radio Fiji on AM and FM stations. The programs
were an interesting mixture of spoken English, Fijian and Hindi, and I was particularly taken by the
Indian music, some of which reminded me of dubkes I've done back in Washington with Dave and
Nancy Rosenberg and their international folk dancers. That's not so surprising, I guess, since the Fijian
Indian community has Muslim as well as Hindu background.
"The anchorage in Suva was a bit strange. Periodically I'd rock vigorously, and then things would calm
down. I put it to ships passing by in the night but on Sunday it happened without any boat traffic. It
finally dawned on me that the SW swell could enter the harbor over the reefs at high tide. Still it was

nice to have a rhythmic rocking instead of the complex wallowing I'd had for the past four days of
strong tradewind sailing. The wave patterns that build up between the islands in 20 K winds have to be
seen and felt to be appreciated.
"During the weekend I chatted by radio with another new arrival: John and Joan Williams anchored
nearby on their home built, Arthur Piver designed, trimaran PIECES OF DREAMS, from Seattle
Washington. We had heard each other on the Pacific Maritime Mobile Net, giving positions and
passing weather information to relay stations, so we felt that as hams we already knew each other well.
"Early Monday morning, September 10, I motored from the quarantine anchorage to King's Wharf, a
huge concrete structure that stretches about five city blocks along the East Side of Suva Harbor.
Everything from the QEII to a 25' single-handed sailboat must tie alongside for customs and
immigration clearance. Gigantic black rubber fenders protrude out 2 feet from the concrete face of the
quay, spaced about 20 feet apart, obviously intended to protect the sides of freighters from heavy
damage in the uneasy harbor swell but posing a problem of their own to a fragile Fiberglas eggshell
such as the HM2.
"Easing in cautiously ahead of a tied up container ship I ran forward to throw a bow line to a lounging
dockhand and clambered ashore myself with a stern line. After some adjusting I had the boat tied so
that the dock fender was exactly amidships, resting against a couple of my own puny fenders. Spring
lines kept the fenders lined up. One after another, four more sailboats came in ahead of me along the
quay and I ran forward to grab their bowlines in succession. Suva Harbor Control had told me on the
VHF radio that customs and immigration officers would meet me at the boat, so we all stood by - for
more than 2 hours.
"One of the other yachties, a Swiss single hander named Roger (pronounced in the French way) on a
pretty little boat called HIPPO from Basil finally decided to strike off in search of the customs office
and returned shortly to say that he had cleared in with customs and that we were expected to go to the
office about a block and a half away in a warehouse. The rest of us trooped away in a disgruntled
group. I growled about having to leave my boat unattended but Joan Williams kindly said she'd keep an
eye on both boats while John and I did our paperwork at customs.
"The paperwork was not too arduous. There were forms to be completed in triplicate, and customs
even supplied carbon paper. Thirty minutes later we were back on our boats, waiting for immigration
to show up. This time we were firmly assured that we should stay with our boats. More than an hour
passed and I was beginning to worry about how long Fijian lunch hours might be when a car drove up
and a young man asked to come aboard. He sat in the cockpit and gave me another form to complete.
A few minutes later I was officially in Fiji."
**********
SUVA! "Casting off my lines, I motored around to the anchorage off the Royal Suva Yacht Club. The
water was quite shallow and muddy from one of the many large streams that enter the harbor, and boats
were anchored quite close together. Seeing my friends on DX and SERENITY, I found a hole in the
pattern of boats and dropped the hook in 12 feet of water about 1:30 p.m. Losing no more time, I
secured the boat (for the first time in months I locked the boat up because of stories of boardings and
thefts in Suva) and motored the dinghy the couple thousand yards to the club.

"After checking in and joining the club, I set out on foot for the general post office. The distance was
only about 2 kilometers, easily walkable, though I found out later that frequent busses cost only 16
cents Fiji - about 10 cents U.S. - to the main terminal near the large marketplace. There was lots of
mail waiting for me and I was excited, but managed to stuff it all into my knapsack for later reading and
accomplished my other business at the post office - obtaining my Fijian reciprocal amateur radio call
sign (a 3D2 suffix to my regular sign) in the 4th floor telecommunications office and calling home from
the Fintel office across the street.
"It was nice to talk to B without the whole world listening in, though the connection wasn't as good as I
often have on the ham radio and B told me how expensive the 'land line' calls had been from Somoa. It
came to something more than $20 for 3 minutes and such conversations always tended to stretch out.
The long distance calls for radio patches, usually from California, Oregon, or Washington State, always
come to far less, especially since they are made during minimum rate hours.
"We decided that the 'sweet nothings' by land line would have to stop, even though officially, it's illegal
to make 'third party' traffic from the South Pacific nations to the U.S. The hams have to get around the
technicality by transmitting more than 12 miles from shore when requesting phone patches. In practice,
they just don't say specifically what their location is in order not to get their helpful ham station back
home in trouble with the FCC.
"Back at the Royal Suva Yacht Club I looked around and was impressed with the friendly and relaxed
atmosphere. Dawn, the club secretary, gave me a welcome package with the club rules and information
on Suva and took my dues for the first week only $10 Fiji (one dollar Fiji costs about 75 cents U.S.). A
very pleasant little snack bar offered breakfast, lunch, and dinner at very reasonable rates - and very
good food too, I later found out.
"There was a pleasant lounge where yachties could read or talk with other boaters, both visiting and
local, and a friendly bar with good prices. I quickly discovered a non-alcoholic drink called a
'Chapman', which consisted mostly of lemon bitters and lime soda and is meant for the junior members.
I thought it was great for thirst quenching and social purposes, and it only cost 30 cents Fiji. I expect
the bartenders were disappointed in my business, but they made up in volume what they missed in perdrink income, so maybe they weren’t too upset.
"Sitting in the lounge I opened all the letters and magazines from home and I soon had an interested
group of people gathered around, asking to see my 'Cruising World' and SSCA bulletins when I was
done. They're starved for information out here. Lots of yachties just don't get all that much mail, it
seems, so they were envious of my home connection. I can see why not too many of them have
magazines forwarded. B had spent more than eight dollars to send me a Cruising World and a couple
other small items in one envelope.
"The longer I stayed at the RSYC the more I liked the place. Gradually I decided it was the nicest place
I've seen. I compared it with the Panama Canal Yacht Club, the best I'd seen up to that time, and
decided it edged out the PCYC on the basis of its very active sailing activity and competition for young
people. In other regards: friendliness to yachties, good inexpensive food, comfortable facilities,
convenience to shopping and sightseeing, etc. it was about equal to the club in Cristobal, Panama. A
very fine place, indeed.

"I made it my headquarters for my 2 1/2 month stay in Fiji and had B address all my mail there. I
figured I could always talk to other boat people on the ham radio and have them pick up mail for me
there if they were headed my way, and that's the way it's worked. The only demerit I had for the place
was the necessity to anchor so far out. At times with a brisk wind one could get pretty wet on the way
in to the dinghy dock. In that regard it was like PCYC too, I recalled.
"The days rolled by very quickly. I would spend most of my time ashore sightseeing, shopping, and
attending to the ship's business. Early on I visited the Thurston Botanical Gardens and the Fiji
Museum, a small but delightfully comprehensive collection of Fijiana, ranging from exquisitely carved
headrests and war clubs to huge seagoing catamarans. Nearby is the Edwardian style Grand Pacific
Hotel, a reminder of the elegant days of British Raj, though now genteelly seedy.
"I was anxious to have the trusty Iron Genny on the HM2 looked at by a mechanic. The Yanmar diesel
2QM20 engine had about 2000 hours of service and had never had any attention other than my own
regular oil changes, filter replacements, and fresh zincs in the raw water cooling from time to time; so I
was interested to see that Carpenter's Motors (the local Nissan dealer) had a Yanmar sign in their parts
department. Could they handle Yanmar repairs? Yes, indeed, just talk to the supervisor in the repair
division around the corner and down the street.
"As I walked the two blocks or so I began to realize that Carpenter's is a name to conjure with in Fiji.
There's Carpenter's shopping, Carpenter's Motors, and a host of other businesses under the corporate
umbrella, as testified by signs on buildings throughout the Walu Bay industrial area not far from the
yacht club. In the repair division I found the supervisor wringing his hands because a lot of his
mechanics hadn't come to work - a holdover from the post-coup strikes of Indian workers, I believe. He
did say that he would be glad to send a mechanic down to the yacht club in a few days time when he
had one. Yes, they did do Yanmars, had Yanmar tractors in all the time, and would I check back with
him in a few days?
"Sure enough, the following Friday morning I went by the repair shop and he had a man all set to go
back to the boat with me. The assistant supervisor drove us to the yacht club and I soon had the
mechanic and his tools in the dink. We headed out to the anchorage in SSE 15-18 K wind and we both
got a bit damp from the harbor chop. I don't know what he thought about the salt water on his tools in
the bottom of the dink in an open tray but I guess they were greasy enough because the mechanic
certainly was. He left oily footprints wherever he stepped on the boat. I didn't care because it was great
to have the work done.
"A half hour later the valves and tappets had been adjusted and he began to remove the injectors for
testing in the shop. One lifted out in a few minutes. The other, the rear one wouldn't budge apparently corroded a bit in its socket. It resisted his tapping and prying, even after penetrating oil was
applied. All this time the HM2 was bucking and rolling in the increasing harbor swell and chop and the
mechanic was looking greener and greener. 'Do you go out to boats very often?' I asked. 'No, very
seldom', he smiled, trying to put a brave face on it. 'Maybe I should go back now and talk to my boss
about the problem', he said, a bit hoarsely.
"'Sure', I agreed. We left the tools and dinghied through the harbor slop to the yacht club where the
garage had left a truck for him. 'I'll be back in half an hour', he said, obviously feeling better already.

Sure enough, in 40 minutes time he was back with the assistant supervisor just as I finished a delicious
order of fish and chips at the club. The assistant supervisor went out with me this time. 'The mechanic
wasn't feeling too well', he grinned, 'so I thought I'd better just go have that injector out.' This was said
so confidently that I was sure our problems were finished. 45 minutes later the assistant supervisor
looked a bit wilted, but the injector was still firmly in place.
"Thinking of the mounting bill for all this skilled labor, I suggested that I keep anointing the engine
with penetrating oil and tapping the injector regularly through the weekend to free it up. In the
meanwhile, did he know of a good electrical shop where I could get the alternator checked out for a
suspicious whining noise? 'Sure', he said, 'our shop can do that for you over the weekend'.
"I thought a blessing on Carpenter's and mentally crossed another troublesome chore off the list. He
removed the alternator and took it with him. Back at the dock the mechanic produced a smile when the
boss came back without the injector. I'm sure he had been ribbed about his inability to remove a simple
injector. Besides, the boss didn't look too well when he stepped ashore from the dinghy, himself.
"Now I was left for several days without any power on the boat. I reckoned I'd have to ration my use of
electricity until I had the engine back together again. That afternoon as I returned from another
shopping trip in town I stopped by AWA Electronics with my friends,the Barbers, to look at some boat
gear. There in the showroom was a new 30-watt Arco (Atlantic Richfield) state-of-the-art solar panel. I
had seen literature on this back in the states and had been interested for some time.
"Did AWA have a larger model in stock? Yes they did, a 42-watt panel. Jim and I figured such a unit
could produce up to 20 amp hours of charging daily - enough to meet the ordinary electrical needs of
the HM2 for her electronics, navigation lights, and perhaps even a bit of cabin light at night. The cost
came to $420 Fiji - about $315 U.S. I had seen similar panels in the states for about $350. AWA would
accept a Visa card. I decided then and there to buy the panel and install it on the boat.
"The actual purchase took longer than you might think. First we had to find a salesperson, then go to
the warehouse to find the panels, then to locate the documentation, and finally to make the charge
transaction. This was no high-pressure operation. I had to practically beg to get them to sell me that
goodie. More than an hour later I lugged the panel back to the yacht club. Jim and Barbara also made a
purchase - a tiny sun powered earphone radio receiver for $1.50 Fiji. Unfortunately it was overcast, past
4 p.m., and Barbara couldn't even get any static on her new toy.
"The next morning I lashed the solar panel behind the split lower backstay, tilted slightly aft, and ran 14
gauge leads to the house battery on the boat, a total distance of about 12 feet. Since that time I haven't
ever had to run the engine for charging purposes. The battery has stayed nicely topped up. It remains
to be seen what kind of performance I'll get when I leave the tropics. So far, I'm delighted: there's no
noise or fuss - just good clean sun power.
"Solar panels like these are being seen increasingly in the tropical islands. Many homes away from the
power mains use them for lighting. AWA sells a package including a panel, a battery, an inverter, and a
TV and VCR to rural Fijians who want to join the new island pastime of watching videos. There are
video clubs and shops on nearly every corner in every town of Samoa, Tonga, and Fiji. Video has made
a profound change of family habits back in the states, but perhaps an even greater impact in the third
world.

"Monday morning, I ferried the mechanic back out to the boat, now in relatively calm waters. My use of
WD-40 and repeated gentle tapping had done its work and the injector quickly came free. A quick trip
back to the shop, and he was back, reassembling the injectors and alternator. I turned the key and the
engine sprang into life immediately, running more smoothly than it had in years. Later, back at
Carpenter's Repair Department I paid the total bill for the service: $103 Fiji for everything including my
rebuilt alternator. I was so delighted that I skipped on my way to the market for fresh veggies and fruit!
"The days in Suva seemed to spin by and melt into one another. I spent much time at the yacht club or
in the town, usually with my buddies, Sam McCluney and the Barbers. We hit it off together well since
none of us drank, other than an occasional beer, and we seemed to enjoy the same jokes and
conversation. We often ate supper at the club, and followed by watching a video in a corner of the
lounge.
"In my rambles around town I came upon a Hari Krshna restaurant and found their vegetarian Indian
food delicious. Day after day I gravitated there around the noon hour for dahl, vegetable curry,
cucumber salad in yogurt sauce and other good things, followed by incredibly fine ice cream in
interesting flavors like fig, blackberry, and watermelon.

A super lunch spot in Suva

"I got so interested in the vegetarian Indian cooking that I bought a couple cookbooks and some
ingredients in the supermarket, but still haven't managed to get into a cooking mode in the HM2, other
than warming of my usual canned provisions with added onions, peppers, and fruit.
"B had sent a replacement whale galley pump, one that matched all the repair parts she had sent earlier,
and the notification came to me at the yacht club. When I picked up the small package at the general
post office I had to pay a $10 Fiji duty on the item, which had only cost $35 or so back in the states. I
could have avoided the duty charge if I had gone to customs, gotten a boarding officer to accompany
me back to the post office and then to the boat with the package.
"In this case the cost didn't seem to be worth the hassle so I paid. A couple of hours spent on the boat
one morning had the new pump installed along with some new ball valves I had obtained in Pago Pago
and my drinking water system was working perfectly again.

"During my second week in Suva I visited the office of the New Zealand High Commissioner where I
applied for and received a six month visa for that country. When I arrived in Suva I had found a letter
from Ashby's boatyard in Opua, New Zealand. They were ready to haul the HM2 in Mid November and
do any necessary work for me. It looked like my plans for New Zealand were developing well.
"Another chore accomplished was a visit to the office of Fijian affairs and the customs office to obtain a
cruising permit for some of the outer islands of Fiji; particularly Kadavu and the Great Astrolabe Reef,
the Bequa group, the Mamanuca group, the Yasawa group, and the Ovalau group.
"My Fijian cruising was planned to take me around the large island of Viti Levu in a clockwise fashion,
bringing me back to Suva in mid-to-late October before my jump off for the North Island of New
Zealand by the first of November. I purchased five bundles of Yagona (pronounced Yangona) or Kava
root at the market for Sevu Sevu, the ceremonial gift that must be made to the local chief at each island
or village visited.
"The dried root (waka) is presented in a small bundle by placing it on the floor before the chief as a
short speech is made explaining the nature of the visit, where the visitor comes from, etc. The chief can
then (theoretically) attack the visitor or touch the bundle, signifying acceptance of the gift and give a
short speech of welcome accompanied by rhythmic clapping of hands.
"Once the Sevu Sevu is received, the visitor is an official guest of the village and under the protection
of the chief. The custom was old when the first Europeans arrived in Fiji and still is practiced
everywhere except in the large cities. The bundles cost about $3 Fiji each in the markets and are also
used on other formal occasions such as the announcement of engagements or funerals where they
accompany the traditional Tambua or sperm whale tooth gift.
"The Kava drinking is an important part of life in the South Pacific still practiced by most islanders and
often by Europeans who have acquired the taste. The tranquilizing non-alcoholic drink numbs the
tongue and lips slightly and is not particularly unpleasant, though it tends to look like slightly muddy
water. The plant, itself, is a member of the pepper family and grows in somewhat moister areas on the
sides of mountains in the south of Fiji. Kava is a pretty big business here.
"One day the Barbers and I set off from the market terminal by city bus to the Tholo-i-suva Forest Park
in the foothills to the north of the city, about 12 Km distant. The fare was 47 cents Fiji and the trip took
nearly 40 minutes with frequent stops through the city and the outlying suburbs.
"The park was a great contrast with the urban area so close by. The huge mahogany trees and ferny
undergrowth made it a green paradise. We followed well-maintained trails through the area, along
delightful waisila streams, which cascaded into innumerable pools along the way.
"We had bought some Indian snacks from vendors in the market, none of which looked very appetizing
and all of which turned out to taste delicious. We ate them while seated on a rustic bench overlooking a
gorge with waterfalls both above and below, and the world seemed perfect.
"I took a swim in one of the pools and the water was much chillier than I would have thought. It took
my breath away, but boisterous local teen-agers, some of whom had punk psychedelic colored hair were

swinging out on a rope and dropping in amid the screams of laughter and didn't seem to mind the cool
water at all. I soon became accustomed to the temperature - or maybe I became numb.
"I couldn't entice either of the Barbers in so came out after a few minutes, and we began our hike back
up along several kilometers of a circuit trail to the bus stop at the park entrance. Along the trail we met
a park ranger who asked us to sign a register and warned us to watch our clothes if we swam. Some
thefts had been reported.
"I had read that cruisers visiting Suva had suffered thefts from their boats in the harbor, so religiously
locked the HM2 whenever I left the boat and locked the dinghy, outboard, and paddles whenever I was
at the dock. The yacht club had worked out a system of patrols in the anchorage and watchmen came
by often, shining their lights at anyone who moved about in dinghies or aboard the boats. Thanks to the
new system there was no theft at all during the time of my visit and we all felt quite secure.
"There were reports on the radio of thefts and break-ins around the residential and commercial areas of
the city and I did hear one unconfirmed rumor of a mugging somewhere. Those of us who went into
the city at night usually went in groups and took the very inexpensive taxis. Our little group of four
visited a couple of Chinese restaurants and a steak house over the three-week period of my stay and we
never saw any problem at all. The food at the yacht club was so good and inexpensive, though, that we
seldom felt the urge to splurge.

Sam McCluney finds an authentic tiny creature in the “Fijian Village”

"Barbara Barber organized a group of us to visit the Fijian Cultural Center at Orchid Island near Lami
town a few kilometers west of Suva. Altogether about fifteen of us from seven yachts spent a morning
visiting an 'Authentic' Fijian village, complete with a Fijian temple, the first to be constructed in the
islands since the coming of Christianity.

The naturalist introduces a flying fox

"Throughout the park were exhibits of flowers, crops, plants, handicraft, indigenous animals (flying
foxes, parrots, iguanas, and even a semi-tame mongoose), and political history. Gwynn Watkins, a
retired forestry official, has made the park more than an amusement attraction. It's kind of a mini
outdoors museum and zoo in a gorgeous floral setting. The orchids were exquisite.

. . .and some of us get to hold her

Cruisers Sam and Ian check out a Fijian Snake

"My only other major equipment purchase for the boat was a new VDO barometer. The old Seth
Thomas instrument I had no longer even pretended to give accurate readings and fluctuated wildly in
spite of repeated re-calibration. The nice looking new brass instrument had been lying in a Chinese
store for several years. I was reluctant to part with $85 Fiji in spite of the fact the proprietor said it
would have cost much more if it had been imported after the coup and Fijian currency was devalued.
"I felt I needed more accurate weather information for the trip to New Zealand, so I bought it and
installed it over my chart table. At least it seems to agree with the local forecasts, so perhaps it will do
the job when I'm offshore and the chips are down, so to speak.
"One minor piece of equipment purchased was a large Triton shell, bought from a Fijian in a stall at the
crafts market for $10 Fiji. It was not a first quality 'live' shell, but it suited my purpose well. I drilled a
hole near the point and made it into a trumpet fog horn. I'm still learning how to blow it and get a good
'toot' only about half the time.
“I've decided to name the shell 'Paundra' after that used by Bhima, the voracious eater and performer of
Herculean tasks in the Bhagavad-Gita. Perhaps I can take some lessons at Maine Folk Dance Camp
where they have a nice collection of Conch shells and use them to summon campers for meals.

Market scene in Suva

"On Sunday morning, September 8, Barbara and Jim departed on SERENITY for Port Vila, Vannatu,
bringing to a close our three week stay together in Suva. I had completed my paperwork and
provisioning and was ready to leave for the Great Astrolabe Reef myself, so that evening just before
sundown I raised anchor and made my way through the pass, headed just W of S. Sam departed on DX
for Vanuatu a few days later, singlehanding, and a new crop of yachties took over the comfortable
canvas chairs in the lounge at the yacht club."
********
TO THE GREAT ASTROLABE. "My overnight trip from Suva down to the Great Astrolabe was
uneventful. The reef is a northeastward extension of Kadavu (pronounced Kandavu), fourth largest of
the islands of the Fijian archipelago, situated about 90 Km south of Suva.
"Kadavu was first sighted by Captain William Bligh aboard the HMS PROVIDENCE in 1792 but the
French commander Dumont d'Urville aboard the ASTROLABE is credited with 'finding' the reef. He
named it after his ship when he nearly ran aground on it in 1827. The huge reef and its mighty lagoon
stretch nearly 30 Km, encircling several small islands and is recognized as one of the finest dive
locations in the world because of its crystal clear water and large fish and coral population.
"I was set a bit farther to the west by the strong trade wind than I would have liked and had to tack
twice to gain Herald Pass on the NW side of the lagoon on Sunday morning. Even inside the lagoon,
the water was a bit choppy as I motored directly upwind past several shallow spots to the shelter of
Dravani Island where I anchored about 100 yards out in 15 feet of water so clear that I was sure I'd
ground any moment.
"Since I seemed to be near the route taken by small boats between the islands I set up an anchor light.
Shortly after I was settled, in the JANE RHODES came and anchored nearby in the twilight, thankful
for my boat which gave them an idea of how far in they could come in the poor light. They had left
Suva early Sunday morning but had been more fortunate in their wind and were able to sail directly to
the pass.
"Early Monday morning John, their Captain, stopped by on his way in to do Sevu Sevu with the chief.
We exchanged some information on possible anchorages and John invited me over for tea that evening.
I was waiting for the morning ham weather net on the radio so delayed my own Sevu Sevu trip til a bit
later. When I did row ashore the very friendly people of the village directed me to the house of the
assistant chief, who was just finishing his breakfast.
"This was my first Sevu Sevu and I was so flustered that I forgot to remove my flops when I entered the
house. Fortunately I was seated on the floor close to the door and surreptitiously took them off and slid
them over the sill while I presented my Kava and my cruising permit. The rather dignified old man
smiled at me and took the papers, holding them upside down. He studied them intensely, especially
looking at the pink slip that had been stapled over the upper left hand of several sheets and rubber
stamped by the customs office.
"Obviously he couldn't read the document, which mostly was a statement in Fijian introducing me and
the boat and asking the chiefs of all the islands on my itinerary to make me welcome but saying that any
requirements during my stay would be purchased by me.

"(The latter statement was important because the traditional hospitality of the Fijians is such that
villagers will give up their last teaspoon of tea or sugar to guests without a murmur. Some tourists and
yachties in past years have taken advantage of the local people.)
"The old man finally passed the papers to a young woman who proceeded to read every word aloud as
he nodded and smiled. When she was done he touched the bundle of roots I'd brought and welcomed
me in Fijian. After I departed, he turned back to his breakfast and finished. I wished I'd timed the visit
better, but it WAS nearly 9 AM and the sun had been up for hours.
"Not for the first time I was impressed by these attractive and dignified people who are so poor but who
have such lovely manners. In some ways they are the most civilized people I've ever met (yet
incredibly not so many generations back their forefathers were card-carrying cannibals). From birth,
Fijians are taught that family and friends are the most important things in life. They seem to develop on
almost intuitive sense of what people feel and desire.
"This semi-telepathic communication can be a bit unnerving as the Fijian looks straight into your eyes
and smiles. I've heard that a Fijian never forgets someone he has met and even the essence of a casual
conversation can be recalled by him after years have passed. These are some of the things I learned as a
tourist here a few years ago, and the reasons I wanted to return and spend as much time as I could here
as a sailor.
"Anchored in this beautiful spot I spent several days just doing lazy things: swimming, scrubbing the
deck, reading, snorkeling, cloud watching, writing and the like. I enjoyed a pleasant evening with the
New Zealand family on the JANE RHODES. We traded paperback books and John kindly loaned me an
excellent cruising guide to the northland coast of New Zealand. I spent one morning making tracings of
the Bay of Islands to go with the Arkana Cruising Club guide I already had. With this information I felt
pretty well prepared for my arrival there next November.
"The snorkeling was super fantastic, with fish and coral I'd never seen before in such profusion it
boggled the mind. I even saw huge lobsters lurking under the reef overhangs. It took no great strength
of will for me to leave them there though I know most cruisers would have considered them gifts from
Allah. You probably know by this time that I'm not strong on crustaceans and shellfish though I enjoy
most fin fish.
"At any rate I'm content to look at rather than to catch and eat all of the lovely watery creatures just as I
am with those on the land. I'm not nearly as earnest a vegetarian as B has become, though I have
definite leanings that way. Unfortunately meatless canned goods are not very available in the islands
and fresh veggies aren't either. I tend to eat a lot of beans.
"I found the water a trifle chilly for swimming longer than 20 minutes at a time and broke out the wetsuit top so that I could make longer snorkeling trips along the reefs. Even so, I didn't spend nearly as
much time on and in the water as the women from the JANE RHODES who seemed to be out there
from sunrise to sundown. I wondered how they could manage the intense sun since they didn't seem
much browner (rather brown, actually) than I am. I would have looked like burned bacon if I had been
out as long as I would have liked.

"I spent a good part of one day drilling out a stainless tang and cutting down some 3/8 x 24 bolts to
adapt my Hustler whip as a multi band antenna so as to transmit on 15, 20, and 40 meter bands without
changing coil elements. Ken Roper had done this successfully on HARRIER but I couldn't seem to get
it to load up properly with the small antenna matchbox I had on board; so I went back to the
bothersome but otherwise perfectly adequate routine of changing the coil loaded elements manually
each time I shift bands. Actually the antenna mast with a single element is lighter and less likely to
break in rough weather anyway, thought I in sour grapes fashion. The folks (John and Beverly, and
crew Ruth) on the JANE RHODES headed south toward other anchorages on September 9, but I hung
on another day, reluctant to leave the beautiful spot at Dravuni.
"When I did pull up the anchor it was only for a short sail to nearby Yaukuvi Island where I spent
another few days visiting with a Fijian couple and their three children. This very pleasant young man,
Sayase, walked up the 400-foot peak with me one morning for photos and sailed out to the barrier reef
with me where we anchored and snorkeled that afternoon. He speared a fine 2.5-foot red snapper for
his family and seemed very pleased with our outing.
"While I was there I tried to repair a Seagull outboard engine that Bob Wells, a friend of mine on the
yacht SYLVIA, had given him last year. The bolts on the water pump housing had so corroded that I
was afraid I'd chew away their heads so I suggested that he soak them for several days in penetrating oil
before getting another yachtie to try again. I did give him some gasoline for his other outboard.
"I ate lunch with the family one day, having Roti (a kind of tortilla-like flatbread soaked in coconut
cream, and very delicious) and a green tea made of some local hibiscus-like leaves. We dined in Fijian
style: the men, even the 3.5-year-old boy, first, followed by the women. Luisa, the five-year-old, was
very proud; she had cooked her own small roti.
"There was lots more snorkeling in the very clear water around Yaukuvi and its smaller sister, Yaukuve
Lai Lai. I would have to agree that it must be some of the finest in the world. The displays of soft and
hard coral were absolutely incredible, with formations and colors I've never seen anywhere else. I wish
I had a better book or guide to coral, or that I had done some diving with knowledgeable local guides.
"One afternoon I spent exploring the West coastline of YauLuve Lai Lai, finding interesting rock
formations and a large shelter cave that I imagine early Fijians might well have used if there were any
here during the stone age. The coral and lava ledges along the coast were fascinating because of the
many pools left by the receding tide and the prolific life they contained.
"I hung on an anchorage off this uninhabited islet for a couple of days while a rather boisterous SSE
wind blew itself out. It was kind of fun just being a hermit after the social whirl of Suva, even if the
boat rocked a bit. Hearing a noise late one afternoon I discovered that the island was inhabited after all,
by a nanny and her two kids - and presumably a ram somewhere.
"On Monday, September 7, I upped the anchor and motor sailed SW a bit cautiously between isolated
coral heads in the lagoon past the large island of Ono and through a large gap in the reef to bear W
along the N coast of Kadavu making for the government a station of Vunisea about 30 Km away. We
jogged along nicely in the leftover 20+ K SSE breeze, ticking off the kilometers as I tried with only
partial success to identify the points and small bays along the shore.

"My only real concern was to avoid the off lying Malatta reefs near point Moindule. As it turned out, I
made better speed over the ground than my knotmeter indicated and suddenly found myself in a maze
of shoals about 3 PM. with wind temporarily gusting to 25 K. At one point I had to veer sharply to
starboard to avoid a coral head and found myself steering directly into the afternoon sun, completely
unable to read the shoal colors.
"My blood went icy when I saw the unmistakable shapes of coral directly over the side of the cockpit.
The depth finder dropped to 5 feet for a few seconds, and then back to 30 feet again as we zipped along
at more than 5 K. I was one scared Jose!
"As quickly as possible I got the sails down and motor started, to cautiously pick my way through the
dark blue spots. I was mystified until I realized that I was further along than I had imagined and had
sailed through the greater part of the Malatta reefs. It was sheer serendipity that brought me through an
area were the reef existed as individual coral heads rather than a continuous barrier.
"Having gone through, rather than around, the reef I managed to cut several miles off my course by
hugging the curving coast line. Much chastened by the near miss (Boy, was the force with me that
afternoon!) I stopped and anchored for the night at the first small coastal indentation I could find in
spite of the fact that Vunisea was clearly in sight 3 miles farther on.
"I know as well as anyone the rules of sailing in coral country. It is essential to start and finish early in
the day and to keep the sun high over your shoulder. It had never occurred to me, though, that I could
temporarily be forced to move into the sun where visibility would drop to zero.
"I still get the cold shivers when I think how the HM2 could have had her bottom torn out in an instant
on that otherwise perfect sailing afternoon. That would have been an enormously embarrassing way to
end my sailing career.
"Several concerned Fijians stopped by in their outboard powered fishing craft to ask if I had a problem
and they could help. I was terribly thankful to say that I was fine and only waiting for better light in the
morning.
"The next morning I moved to the harbor at Vunisea and anchored about a hundred yards SW of the
concrete wharf. Vunisea is the administrative center of Kadavu, and not that populous - kind of like
Washington, DC with its nearby bedroom communities.
"I walked into town and paid a courtesy call on the District officer (actually his clerk [pronounced
'clark' in the British fashion] since he was away on the East End of the island that afternoon). I found a
couple of small stores and a bakery nearby. Everyone I met was most friendly. As usual they seemed
dumbfounded that anyone would be so crazy as to sail by himself.
"A kindly shopkeeper offered to find a nice lady to keep me company - not necessarily for sex, you
understand, but to prepare my food and wash my clothes and do all the things a woman should do. This
was offered seriously and in a helpful way - not with a leer. I thanked her with a sincere Vinaka Vaka
Levu, and hoped I didn’t offend her in any way because of my own western feminist hang-ups.

"That afternoon 3 young boys, the oldest about 13, came by the HM2 in their own boats, ingeniously
made of a single sheet of corrugated iron folded over and nailed to 2 short upright pieces of 2 x 4 to
make very serviceable small one person canoes when caulked with a bit of tar. They paddled with 4 x 6
inch pieces of masonite or plywood at tremendous speed. The iron came, they said, from roofing or
siding blown off houses by the summer cyclones that periodically hit the islands. We talked for more
than an hour and I gave them sourballs. Nice kids.
"I spent a day on the boat at Vunisea working on some repairs, especially at trying to straighten the
housing of my main bow roller that had been badly bent when the anchor chain caught and snubbed on
coral as I departed Yaukuve Lai Lai in choppy seas. Fortunately I was able to bend it back into
approximate shape with large C clamps and some judicious thumping and prying with hammer and
crowbar. I discovered a slow leak in the fuel line to the forward injector on the engine and got that
tightened.
"The jobs took a bit longer than they might have because some men dropped by to chat and the boys
returned for a second afternoon. They all seemed generally interested in this strange foreigner who
sailed by himself on a yacht. The boys were thrilled when I invited them aboard - one at a time - to see
the boat. They couldn't have been more polite and they were extremely observant.
"One of them wanted to know who were in the photos I have mounted over the chart table, so I
introduced my family: Barbara, Fritz, Jan and Janet, and Hilde. He was particularly impressed by a
picture of Betty Heyman doing her Kuhglocken handbell ringing number in Bavarian costume - a
glimpse into something totally foreign for him.
"The next day at noon I made ready and steamed slowly out of the harbor, ready to begin my journey
back N toward the islands of Bequa (Benqqa), Yanuca (Yanutha) and the southern coast of Viti Levu.
Before that, though, I anchored for a final night on an off-lying reef for one more afternoon of good
diving, a good sleep, and a very early start in the morning clear of the reefs. On Friday the 11th I was
up at 3:30 a.m. and away well before daylight on a 335-degree compass course for the West Side of the
Bequa reefs. The nearly full moon and the cloudless sky gave me a beautiful departure for further
adventure in Fiji."
*************
Odds and Ends Department: The missing word in the Stevenson poem in Volume 2, Issue 4, is "farer",
as in "wayfarer". [Later fixed in this online version of the Log.]
UNTIL NEXT TIME, take care of yourselves. Love, B and K.
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